Kreb's church mission translates to language consulting at university

US student employees spent 2015 to 2017 in two countries – seven months in Thailand and 15 in Myanmar.

What happens to IT accounts when someone leaves the UI?

Although time frames differ depending on roles and services, users have a limited period before their uNIDs are deactivated.

Trevor Long named director for Governance, Risk & Compliance

Long, who has served as associate director for Compliance, will start his new role in the Information Security Office on December 1.

CHPC represents the UI at SC18 with booth, presentations

The Supercomputing Conference provides a unique opportunity for CHPC staff to meet with peers from fellow academic research computing facilities and discuss common practices and issues.

Meet Your Colleagues: Campus Computer Support

When systems and devices break down, the team in UIT’s Network and Communications Infrastructure unit springs into action, aiming for quick, thorough technical repair and attentive customer service.

Photos: 102 Tower Halloween festivities

Although halloween festivities didn’t exactly mirror a scene from “The Wizard of Oz,” Dorothy did make an appearance and witches and wizards roamed the halls of 102 Tower.

Supercomputing Conference provides unique opportunity for UI

University of Utah's High Performance Computing & Cyberinfrastructure (CHPC) will meet with peers from fellow academic research computing facilities and discuss common practices and issues.
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